THE POWER OF A NEW MEDICINE

A new medicine can mean new hope
Alleviating suffering and saving lives like no other
Minnesota’s AIDS drug has saved millions of life-years

SO MUCH MORE TO DO

Minnesota is a pacesetter in finding new treatments and cures
• Pancreatic Cancer
• Opioid Crisis
• Alzheimer’s
But there is still so much more to do

COME TOUR THE LABS

717 Delaware St SE Minneapolis, MN 55414
Visit anytime: days, evenings, weekends
You set the date, we’ll accommodate
Individual & group tours.
“Party at the Labs” Corporate events
Easy access and parking. Come see!

Bob Busch
Director of Development
Minnesota’s Medicine Makers
Email: busch110@umn.edu
Phone: 612.360.5368.

Want to Really Move the Needle to Help Find Cures?

Join Minnesota’s #1 Life Saver: Minnesota’s Medicine Makers
**MEET THE DREAM TEAM**

See our scientists at work in their labs and learn how modern medicines are made.

---

**THE KEY TO UNLOCKING CURES**

Tour our labs and see how our molecular key-smiths unlock new medicines, from cancers to rare diseases and more.

---

**USA’S NORTHERN STAR**

View our exciting current projects and celebrate Minnesota’s successes.

---

**BE A LIFE SAVER**

Become a sponsoring partner of Minnesota’s Medicine Makers.

- Cancers
- Infectious Diseases
- Neurological Disorders
- Endocrine/Metabolism Disorders
- Cardiovascular Diseases
- Rare Orphan Diseases

Experience why Minnesota is our nation’s medicine-making “Northern Star”.

As our partner, you’ll help grow Minnesota’s #1 “Cures Accelerator”.

---